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Dear Ms. Hamilton,

 I am copying a letter sent to you recently as my concerns are the same. It is 
obvious to me that the MLA's do not understand the scope of the human rights 
being violated in this province. My MLA thinks that there is a freely available opt out 
program and you just have to say, "No thanks!" and Hydo will not put in a 
Smartmeter and you keep your analog and go on as usual! How uninformed! I have 
his letter to me where he admits his ignorance. Please allow more time on this 
timetable to get information out and communication to all. 

Re:  FortisBC Inc Advanced Metering Infrastructure CPCN - 
Preliminary Regulatory Timetable

 

In reviewing the timetable it seems everything is very rushed. Given the many 
problems that are being experienced with BC Hydro’s program, it would seem 
reasonable and prudent to allow as much time as necessary for the public to 
prepare its arguments, arrange for expert testimony, and to examine Fortis’s 
information. Just reading the 700+ page application and giving it due consideration 
requires a week.

 

Fortis has announced that it has contracted with ITRON to provide the meters, and, 
most likely, the meters will be Centron II, with installation being done by Corix, a 
duplication of BC Hydro’s plan. The following are being investigated and could 
affect the outcome of the Fortis hearing.

 
1)     A Human Rights Complaint is before the Tribunal on behalf of people 
with health conditions that could be exacerbated by prolonged exposure to 
the radiation from smart meters. In its application Fortis announced it would 
allow no opting out which will put many thousands of British Columbians‘ 
health at risk. The Tribunal‘s decision could force Fortis to redesign its 
entire program.
2)     A complaint is before the Court of Appeal and will be heard in October, 
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the substance of which is that the Clean Energy Act does not mandate that 
a wireless transmitter can be put on private residences. Wired meters are 
available, are efficient and are cost effective. Should the court find in favour 
of the complainant, Fortis would have to renegotiate its contracts. 
3)     Fires and damaged appliances have occurred around the world, many 
related to installations being done by poorly trained, inexperienced Corix 
people. But others have occurred, we believe, due to an inherent problem 
with the meters themselves. Electricians and electrical engineers are 
reviewing specifications. 
4)     Cybersecurity is becoming a major concern, with experts from around 
the world advising that the wireless smart grid be replaced with a fully wired 
one. The Privacy Commissioner has been asked to review information 
provided by the United States Congressional Committees, the Central 
Intelligence Agency and the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

 

It would be precipitous to have the Fortis hearing before these issues and major 
concerns have been resolved. Should the hearing proceed, and the application be 
approved, additional costs could be incurred as a result of the above actions and 
decisions.

 

I ask that the hearing timetable be extended until at least the beginning of 2013 to 
allow for a full and complete investigation by the public, for decisions to the pending 
legal actions, and to enable participation by experts who will be able to provide 
information which the Commissioners should have in order to make a decision 
about such an important issue. The current timetable, which I assume was arranged 
to accommodate Fortis, makes it very difficult because many experts work at 
universities and are, therefore, not readily available at least until mid-September. 
Then their schedules, which often include previously-arranged meetings, research 
commitments, etc.  must be accommodated. 

 

If the only reason for this  fast-tracked review is to take advantage of current price 
lists from ITRON, I question this.  On what basis was the contract awarded? Do you 
know and will we? Was it through an open bidding process?  Is Fortis saying that if 
ITRON’s deadline is not met  the entire bidding process will have to be re-opened, 
at which time ITRON will have to compete with other companies once again?

 



This seems like a weak and unjustified attempt to put pressure on this commission 
review. If the bidding process was open and ITRON was chosen, ITRON is not 
going to want to re-open it to competitors. If it was not open, and ITRON is pushing 
to seal the deal, why wasn’t it open and shouldn’t this, alone, cause us to re-
evaluate the process? A company dealing with a public utility, as ITRON has been 
doing around the world, is aware that the decision-making can take time, and if an 
unrealistic timeframe was determined by ITRON, a cautionary flag immediately 
should be raised.

 

Certainly our justified, reasonable concerns, and our desires for an open debate 
about something that will affect so many aspects of our lives deserve equal, if not 
paramount, consideration.

 

Please extend the timetable to allow us this opportunity to share our information 
and, possibly, to learn more that might allay some of our fears.

 

Respectfully,
 
Suzanne Gravelle 
--  
 
 
  
Suzanne Gravelle 

 

  
 




